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Rayna: Hi, I’m Rayna, and I’m a make-up enthusiast, music lover, and a cinephile.
I work with Accenture ASEAN Technology. I am responsible for implementing
business solutions in SAP, based on the functional and technical requirements.
These include understanding the current process, designing and configuring the
new process flow, and explaining the external know-how for the client. We help
organizations manage their businesses more efficiently, allowing them to stay
ahead of the competition.
Outside of work, I love to do makeovers for my friends, for my clients or for
myself. I also love experimenting with new beauty products and writing reviews
on my personal blog.

When and why did you join Accenture?
Rayna: I joined Accenture in February 2017, right after I graduated from
Universitas Indonesia. What attracted me to Accenture was the company’s core
values and its collaborative and supportive environment.
I love working in Accenture because of its culture. We have a fun and dynamic
working atmosphere. We are open to one another; and our team leader is very
supportive.
On top of that, Accenture provides us a platform to have continuous learning and
valuable global connection.
Why did you choose a career in STEM?
Rayna: I chose a career in STEM because I want to be able to go and offer a new
and fresh perspective. Arguably, this is a male-dominated area. I believe the
more diverse a sector is, the better and more likely it will flourish.
Aside from that, I want to share with other women out there to not second-guess
themselves. If you want to pursue a STEM career, go for it!
I am thankful that Accenture supports me and my desire to grow. I am in a
workplace that is dynamic and challenging; a workplace that values me; and a
workplace that allows me to make a difference.
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